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People and Telephone Numbers to Know

Department/Service Name Ext. D/S

COMPUTER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT Bob Mainero 5357 GTE 50-454

Operations Support

Hardware Coordinator

Data Communications Support **

Public Support (user areas)

Computer Operations Manager

Computer Operators

Remote Operator (WRIP)

Remote Operator (Wilsonville)

Dawn Vance

Jeff Mulick

Jeff Mulick

Jeff Mulick

Gayle Monroe

staff

Mary Ann Feeback

Craig Willcox

4600 GTE

4600 GTE

4600 GTE

4600 GTE

5104 GTE

5104 GTE

1917 WR

3037 WI

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

92-675

63-397

Systems and Data Base Management

User Numbers /CSC Manuals

Systems Project Leader

Systems Programmers /Analysts

Data Base & Utility Project Leader

Data Base Programmers

Andy Davidson

Georgene Kayfes

Ken Hadfield

staff

Glen Fullmer

staff

7668 GTE

6870 GTE

7668 GTE

7668 GTE

5833 GTE

5833 GTE

50-454

50-454

50–454

50-454

50–454

50–454

Network Development

Network Project Leader

UNIX Support Project Leader

Bob Mainero

Tim Fallon

Greg Harris

5357 GTE

5714 GTE

5102 GTE

50-454

50-454

50–454

Technical Communications Manager
CSC INTERFACE Editor

Component News Editor

ManuFACTuring Editor

SEMINARS Editor

Tektronix Sourcebook Editor

HELP file maintainence

WRITEUP file maintainence

Carolyn Schloetel

Rich Isakson

Jacquie Calame

Mike Quigley

Lola Janes

Jacquie Calame

Nancy Peate

Cliff Morgan

4855 GTE

4945 GTE

6867 GTE

6867 GTE

6867 GTE

6867 GTE

6244 GTE

6244 GTE

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

Applications Support Manager

User Assistance , LOBARB

Statistical Programs

Graphics , IMSL , VARIAN

Process Simulation

N5500, PERT

Imants Golts

Paul Hoefling

Carol Golding

Kurt Krueger

Imants Golts

John Burley

5976 GTE

4004 GTE

5976 GTE

5976 GTE

4675 GTE

4675 GTE

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50-454

50–454
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MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT MANAGER

Portable High Level Languages

Microprocessor Software

Microprocessor Hardware

Lynn Saunders

Lynn Carter

Sue Anne Smith

Ferrous Steinka

1910 WR

1793 WR

1890 WR

1920 WR

92-134

92-134

92-134

92-134

CAD/CAM DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
4081 CAD Stations

Automated Routing (ECB Design)

Circuit Simulation

Component Library

Mechanical CAD/CAM Support

Ron Bohlman

Jim Murphy

Roger Bonzer

Graeme Boyle

Phil White

Barry Ratihn

221 TC

228 TC

225 TC

5866 GTE

226 TC

7789 GTE

41-386

41-386

41-386

50-454

41-386

50-454

**For Telecommunications repair, call Beaverton DanRay, ext.5040
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Where's my SCC Newsletter? Well , you're holding it . This is it . Then , again , this isn't it .

You were astute enough to notice right away that the name has changed from SCC Newsletter
to CSC INTERFACE . And where did all those cartoons come from?

Well , cartoons have a natural way of just falling out of the tip of my pen , but I can assure you now

that I have no intention of turning this paper into the Sunday Comix . The little people that run

around these pages are there to point out something about the article or the person who wrote
them . Wait a minute ... just who am I ?

That's not too hard a question to answer . I am Rich Isakson (pronounced E - sock - sun ). A lot of

you know me already; some of you never heard of me . Well , I've been wandering the halls of Tek for

just over four years now ; from running the NC drills in 38 to drawing schematics in FDI to teaching

4081 and PIRATE classes . Now I'm running around harrassing innocent programmers and

engineers for something to put in the paper. News that's new .

That , hopefully, will be another change in our paper. We will be publishing regularly, every two

months , so the news is going to be just a little fresher. There will , of course , still be some older news ,

butweprobably wouldn't print it if there were some guarantee that everybody reads the NEWS on
CYBER .

All in all , I hope you're going to enjoy the new INTERFACE, and I willtry to keep on top of things
for you , which brings me to the plug ... anybody out there with worthwhile news , please feel free to

call me (ext . B 4945) or send in articles (58-122) .

Thanx .

SPOTLIGHT

This will become a new feature starting with the next issue . From time to time , we will have a

personality profile article about some interesting and/or important person with whom you should

become more familiar. This feature will probably alternate with the Editor's Corner , unless there is

something really important to tell you , in which case they may both appear.
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NETWORK

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO

BE ABLE TO TALK TO ANY COMPUTER

AT TEK FROM RIGHT HERE ?

HEY ! THAT'S A NEAT

IDEA, BUT ALL I NEED

RIGHT NOW IS TO USE THE

PRINTER IN BOB'S AREA .

HECK ! I'o BE
HAPPY JUST TO BE
ABLE TO TRANSFER

FROM CYBER A TÖB"

OOGOCO06

LUCY

do 6 od .

Ever been in on one of those conversations? Well , folks , hold onto your baud , because here

comes Network .

Network is going to hook almost everybody to almost everything. Sound like a dream? At the

moment , that long range goal still is in the dream stages, but the Computer Resources Department

(CRD) staff is doing something right now that is the first step: access to CYBER from local

computers , such as VAX or PDP11 /70.

Just what is this Network thing? Basically, a network is an interconnection of computer

systems . This Network will allow you to use the most appropriate computer /device for any given

task . For example , a PDP11 /70 could serve as an interactive frontend for a user and the CYBER

175 could handle all the number crunching .

Bob Mainero, manager of CRD and Network Development , explains , " A distributed network

could provide application sharing , data sharing , computer power sharing , and remote job entry . It

could allow data capture systems that do not take up CYBER time , as well as electronic mail nodes ,

machine to machine interaction , and expanded software tools . "

To implement this Network is going to require some hardware , software and communication

links for remote sites .

Project Leader Tim Fallon has completed a survey of user needs and selection of hardware .

Figure 1 , a diagram of the Hyperchannel Network, built by Network Systems Corporation ,

shows the proposed hardware . Each computer will be hooked to its own adapter. All adapters are

hooked together via some passive medium ; in this case , coaxial cable .

Figure 2 shows the initial implementation ofourNetwork. It will tie the PDP11 /70 in Tek Labs to

the CYBER 175. The first function will be that of moving files between machines . The CYBER " B "

machine will be included in this Network at a later time .

One of the big parts of this project is the software to allow the machines to communicate . Goals

for this software include making it friendly and easy to use .

All Network software will be written by Tim's group. He explains , "We are now at the beginning of

the formal software design . We're putting a lot of effort into the design so that it can meet future

needs. "

Because Hyperchannel can interface via microwave, even remote sites can be tied in . Anyone

want to talk to the VAX in Wilsonville? Well , just stay tuned....
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Adapter Adapter Adapter Adapter

Coax Coax

Link un Link Device
Adapter

Adapter Adapter Adapter

Controller

Computer Computer

Device Device

HYPERCHANNEL NETWORK

Fig . 1

Fig . 2

Initial Hyperchannel Network at Tektronix

CYBER 175 CYBER 73

А B

MOD COMP

A110

Terminals

A410

Software Necessary For Initial Network

• Drivers for UNIX and NOSPDP11 /70

UNIX • File transport application for UNIX and NOS
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COMPUTER CENTER REORGANIZED

The advent of the microprocessor has caused a shift in technology requirements here at

Tektronix . This technology is causing Tek to design more digital type circuitry and instruments ,

using more computer science technology. Recognizing this trend, a new department, the

Computer Science Center (CSC) was set up under Wim Velsink in order to help develop the

necessary expertise and technology . The first group in this new organization was the existing

Scientific Computer Center, managed by Tom Bohan .

The charter of the Computer Science Center is to support the engineering community in

developing or acquiring software tools and computer resources . The present CSC is composed of

three major groups. They are: Computer Resource Department (CRD) managed by Bob Mainero ,

Microprocessor Support, managed by Lynn Saunders, and Computer Aided Design/Computer

Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) , managed by Ron Bohlman . Their individual charters are as

follows:

Computer Resources Department Charter

1. Provide large scale computing facilities for the Tektronix engineering community . This

includes : A. Maintainence and development of operating systems and compilers , B. Acquisition

and support of engineering application packages, and C. Day to day operations of equipment ,

including the central site and many remote sites .

II . Provide a Data Base management facility ; this being in the area of engineering ,

manufacturing and marketing . This includes: A. Data base support for analysis , development and

maintainence of new systems, B. In-house training for data base users in the areas of design ,

usage , and other related software , and CC . Control of data base management usage , to assure

proper implementation of software and hardware .

III . Plan , install and operate a computer network for all in - house engineering computer systems,

with a networking requirement . A. Build a team which provides network knowledge and

experience to assist the user community in local network development , B. Develop and maintain

a network facility which provides the requested capabilities best for Tektronix , and C. Provide

systems level support of DEC operating systems ( i.e. VMS, UNIX , RSX) .
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IV . Oversee Technical Communications , which is a documentation support group chartered to :

A. Publish in - house technical newspapers (e.g. Component News, ManuFACTuring,

CSC INTERFACE, Manufacturing Planning News, and SEMINARS), B. Provide documentation

support for the Computer Science Center (e.g. CSC User's Guide, Microprocessor User's Guide,

HELP and WRITEUP files, etc. ) , C. Publish reference material on components , quality , reliability

and available support functions (e.g. Sourcebook, Assembly Workmanship Guide, Designer's

Guide to Variable Resistors, NETFA manual, Work Measurement Policies, etc. ) , and D. Provide on

going support for internal seminars , training programs and special publications on a bid , “ job shop "

basis (e.g. Tek Circles program , NPI training program , Static Awareness pamphlet, piece illustrating

and typesetting work ).

Microprocessor Support Charter

To provide a coordinated set of tools for our customers (firmware designers) that will enhance

their product teams' ability to design innovative , intelligent products . These tools include: High

level languages , assemblers, linkers , listing formatters, downloaders , debuggers , hardware

development systems, in - circuit emulators , simulation performance analyzers, etc.

To provide adequate , concise documentation that will allow a reasonably competent firmware

designer easy exposure to the products we support.

To provide adequate maintainence of the tools we support, including personal interaction with

every customer who has a problem .

To provide firmware designers with a clearinghouse service for firmware design tools designed

elsewhere, including concise descriptions of pertinent information .

To monitor the tool needs of the product groups in order to maintain a useful direction .

To keep abreast of software engineering technology and methodology.

CAD/CAM Charter

To provide a coordinated set of tools for our customers, electrical (digital and analog designers)

and mechanical engineers, that will enhance their product teams' ability to design routine state

of- the - art products. These tools include: CAD Stations, automatic routing and placement of digital

circuit boards, simulation and synthesis of electronic circuits, mechanical drafting, numerical

control tape generation and mechanical/structural analyses.

To comunicate with users and potential users in the product groups to assess their needs for

design aids and maintain an appropriate direction .

To provide adequate maintainence of the tools we support, including personal interaction with

any customer who has a problem .

To keep abreast of CAD engineering technology and methodology within the industry .

To provide adequate , concise documentation that will allow a reasonably competent designer

easy exposure to the tools we support.
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A PAGE FROM THE

SPELL BOOK

by Paul Hoefling RIBAT

Procedure Files - Part II

Salutations , and welcome back to The Spell Book. This issue will be a continuation of the

previous one . We were discussing procedure files in general and CCL in specific . Before we get

started , I would like to again point out that this column is intended to be a two way flow of

information . If you have any tricks that you find necessary to your continued sanity in using the

CYBER , please let me know, and if they are likely to be generally useful , I will publish them in future

columns. In this column , I will show a couple of procedures which are in use by a KCL user (Ward

Cunningham) for easier maintenance of his PROCLIB , and I will also show the CCL procs I use to

aid in the maintenance of my PROCFIL .

Now to continue the discussion of CCL . There are two other statements which the CCL user

may employ to execute a procedure in other than sequential order . The WHILE statement , and the

SKIP statement . The WHILE causes a condition to be evaluated, and as long as that condition is

true , the statements between the WHILE and a matching ENDW will be repeatedly executed.The

SKIP statement causes statements to be ignored until a matching ENDIF is encountered . This can

be used to replace the KCL GOTO statement . Using the WHILE/ENDW and SKIP statements , it

should be possible to do any necessary task without the use of a GOTO statement . Please note that

since the GOTO and its associated labels are KCL constructs , they will die when KCL dies.

On the subject of mixing KCL and CCL procedure files , CDC has guaranteed that KCL

procedures may call CCL procedures, but the calling of KCL from CCL procs may work but is not

guaranteed . WARNING ... There is currently a bug in the KCL/CCL interface such that if the last

thing that a KCL procedure does is to invoke a CCL procedure, there is a high degree of probability

that the KCL procedure will then loop back to the beginning and repeat its job indefinitely.CDC has

been made aware of this bug , and it will supposedly be fixed when NOS PSR level 509 comes up

sometime in October.

Well , now as I promised , here are three procedures contributed by Ward Cunningham

(IHBOHGC , ext.6875,50-383) which he uses to maintain his PROCLIB . The first one lists the name

of each procedure and the first line (which he uses as a comment to describe the procedure) .

PROCLST

* LIST PROCEDURES IN PROCLIB

NOTE ,ZZZZZZ1 . - W / + / TD / 10 / M : A / JI / / DVG * + /EOR *: /X HALT

SCRIBE ,PROCLIB ,I = ZZZZZZ1, P =

This next procedure replaces a procedure in PROCLIB , and tie one after thatpulls a procedure

out of PROCLIB into a file ofits own so that it can be edited without having to edit all of PROCLIB .

PROCPSH

* REPLACE A PROCEDURE IN PROCLIB

SCRIBE ,PROCLIB ,Z. - W /./AO /ZZZZZZZ /ERI: /EOR . : Q

*
PROCPUL

GET A PROCEDURE FROM A LIBRARY

NOTE ,ZZZZZZ1.;- W /./ G /.ZZZZZZZ /POG :./EOR :-AP10 /ZZZZZZZ / # EW01 # K01KQ

SCRIBE ,PROCLIB , I = ZZZZZZ1, P = .
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Now here are the five CCL procedures which I use to make maintenance of my PROCFIL easier.

The first one (EXTRACT) performs a similar function to Ward's PROCPUL in that it removes a

selected procedure from PROCFIL to a file of its own for easier editing . The second ( FIXPROC)

replaces a procedure in PROCFIL . The third one (NEWPROC) is used to add a procedure to

PROCFIL . NEWPROC defaults to adding the procedure at the end of PROCFIL , but may optionally

be told which existing procedure in PROCFIL the new procedure is to be placed before. The next

two procs are used to delete a procedure from PROCFIL , and sort PROCFIL into alphabetical

order, respectively .

.PROC ,EXTRACT, PRCN , PROCFIL .

* EXTRACT A PROCEDURE FROM PROCFIL

IFE , FILE (PROCFIL , .NOT.AS) ,GETIT .

GET, PROCFIL .

ENDIF ,GETIT .

GTR ,PROCFIL ,PRCN.PROC /PRCN

NOTE./PRCN extracted from PROCFIL

REVERT.EXTRACT

.PROC , FIXPROC , FN , PROCFIL .

* REPLACE A PROCEDURE IN PROCFIL .

GET, PROCFIL , FN .

RFL , 30000 .

LIBEDIT , B = FN , C ,LO = LIST , N = XXXPROC , P = PROCFIL ,I = .

RFL , 30000 .

REPLACE ,PROCFIL .

RETURN ,XXXPROC ,LIST.

NOTE./FN replaced in PROCFIL

REVERT.FIXPROC

.PROC , NEWPROC , FN , BF= , PROCFIL .

* REPLACE A PROCEDURE IN PROCFIL.

GET , PROCFIL , FN .

IFE, $ BF $ = $$ ,ATEND .

NOTE ,XXXXDIR . ;* B * , PROC/FN

ELSE ,ATEND .

NOTE ,XXXXDIR . ; * B PROC/BF , PROC/FN

ENDIF ,ATEND.

RFL , 30000 .

LIBEDIT , B = FN , C ,LO = LIST, N = XXXPROC , P = PROCFIL , I = XXXXDIR .

RFL , 30000 .

REPLACE , PROCFIL .

RETURN ,XXXPROC , LIST ,XXXXDIR .

NOTE./FN added to PROCFIL

REVERT.NEWPROC

.PROC ,KILLPRC , FN , PROCFIL .

. * DELETE A PROCEDURE FROM PROCFIL .

GET, PROCFIL .

NOTE ,XXXXDIR .; * D PROC / FN

RFL, 30000 .

LIBEDIT ,C , LO=LIST, N = XXXPROC , P = PROCFIL , I = XXXXDIR .

RFL , 30000 .

RENAME ,PROCFIL = XXXPROC .

REPLACE , PROCFIL .

RETURN ,LIST,XXXXDIR .

NOTE.FN deleted from PROCFIL

REVERT.KILLPRC
(continued on page 10)
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.PROC ,SRTPROC , PROCFIL .

. * SORT THE RECORDS IN PROCFIL INTO ALPHABETICAL ORDER

GET,PROCFIL .

CATALOG , PROCFIL , L = CAT , D , R .

SCRIBE ,CAT, L= , Z.3K / A - 3KM . 1 ODR/ ///DA.B/XQ

GET,TREESRT /UN = ABOOPLH .

TREESRT ,CAT ,CAT2.

RENAME ,CAT=CAT2 .

SCRIBE ,CAT, L = , I = XXXXSCR .

RETURN ,XXXXSCR ,O .

CAT .

NOTE./PROCFIL sorted

REVERT.SRTPROC

.DATA ,XXXXSCR .

Mil'GTR , PROCFIL , PROCS.PROC/A: B /X

I'RENAME,PROCFIL = PROCS. '

l'REPLACE , PROCFIL . '

l'REVERT.CAT

-W ' \ ' BI'.PROC ,CAT. \ ' Q

Let me say once again , that this column is intended to be two -way. Contributions are

encouraged, and may be sent to me via MAILMAN or TEKCOM (ABOOPLH) , or sent to me c/o The

Spell Book 50–454.

Until later,

Happy computing .

MOF AND M77 CHANGE

The MNF compiler has been on our system for several years . It provides an excellent set of

compile - time diagnostics (much better than FTN4), but its I / O subroutines have continuously been
in conflict with the standard CDC FORTRAN library .

The M77 compiler (Minnesota's version of the FORTRAN 77 ANSI standard) will be even more

independent ; it cannot , in general , work with any FTN -compiled subroutines . This would cause

severe problems with all the various libraries we maintain ( PLOTLIB , IMSL , etc.).

Therefore , we plan to remove from MNF (but not OLDMNF) and never allow in M77 , the ability of

the compilers to produce executable binaries (the LGO file) . This means that you can still use MNF

and M77 as syntax checkers, but to execute your program will require that it be compiled by either
FTN4 or FTN5 .

Those people using OLDMNF to compile their programs may continue to do so , as they link with

the old stand-alone MSUIO package . However, they will not be able to use the standard libraries

on the system , such as PLOTLIB, IMSL , etc. We will endeavor to keep MSUIO working as long as

possible , but we cannot guarantee its long - term future.

Questions regarding these changes should be directed to Andy Davidson , ext . B 7668.
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PFLIST SHEDS NEW LIGHT

Recently added to the list of goodies available for your use on CYBER is a program called

PFLIST (Permanent File LIST ) .

PFLIST is a utility program which enables a user to obtain all pertinent information about a

permanent file or files.

In addition to the control statements available forCATLIST (LO = options , UN = user number ,

FN = permanentfilename, L = list file ) , PFLISTalso contains:TY = file type , OR = sort order, PN =

alternate packname , R = device residence , LN = line count , and PW = file password. All

parameters are optional and position independent , with the exception of PW, which , if specified ,

must be the last parameter.

As an added feature, PFLIST allows wild card filenames with the FN parameter. The wild card

character is an asterisk * .

PFLIST seems really easy to use and gives a wealth of information . If , after trying PFLIST (see

HELP ,PFLIST), you still have questions , request WRITEUP, PFLIST or contact Paul Hoefling ,

ext . B 4004.

BURLEY JOINS APPLICATIONS SUPPORT

John Burley , a well known body from the Data Base Support Group , is now working with the

Applications Support Group in the Computer Resources Department.

His main function will be to support project management programs, such as PERT , HGANTT

and N5500 . John is also knowledgable in general CYBER usage (especially CYBER PASCAL use)

and 4051 BASIC .

In addition to assisting users with project management programs , John will also be available for

general user programming questions (see UserAssistance Hours Extended article). You can reach

John at ext . B 4675 .

APASCAL CHANGED

A new version of APASCAL was brought up way back on August 25th . For those of you who

didn't get the news then , here it is now.

Scott says about 40 corrections / enhancements were made , but the only things that directly

affect the user are the date and time , which have been changed to reflect CDC standards; i.e. what

used to be put in as 27 Jul 80 8:25 PM is now 80/07/27 . 20.25.00 .

If you didn't already know something was different, you haven't been using APASCAL , but if

there are specific questions regarding the changes, contact Scott Trappe, ext. WR 1717 .
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After months of exhaustive testing , DDT for the Motorola 6809 processor is now deemed safe

for public release . For those chemists and physicists lately become programmers, DDT6809 is not

the familiar insecticide that is toxic to humans . Rather, it is a Disassembly and Debugging Tool

that eliminates insectae programme (bugs) in your 6809 microprocessor code . And , unlike some

pesticides which allegedly cause abortions, DDT6809 can actually cure most premature aborts;

unless of course you specifically request a breakpoint for debugging purposes .

DDT6809 is the fourth in a series of successful debuggers released by the CSC

Microprocessor Support Group. The previous releases of DDT and their corresponding processors

were : 1 - DDTV3.0 , V3.5, V3.8 for Motorola 6800, 2 - Z80DDT for Zilog Z80 and 3 - DDT85 for Intel

8085 .

Each of these debuggers shares certain common features, and their syntax is virtually

identical . Some of the more important tasks performed by DDT are :

1 - Allows entry of microprocessor code in either hex (machine language) or

mnemonic (assembly language) formats .

2 - Lists single or multiple lines of code .

3 - Reads or sets the status of processor and debugger registers.

4 - Allows setting of breakpoints for debugging purposes .

5 - Starts program execution at designated memory location .

6 - Allows single - step program execution .

7 - Performs memory dumps in both hex and ASCII.

8 - Moves blocks of code .

9 - Searches memory for specified bit pattern .

10-Allows terminal to talk to either CYBER or board bucket .

DDT6809 is very similar to DDTV3.8 with a few exceptions; the T, V , W, and Z commands have

not been implemented . Also, the L command now has a different syntax format . Other than these

exceptions, DDT6809 works just like DDTV3.8 and has the same command syntax .

The DDT6809 firmware is about 6K bytes in length and resides at the high end of the 6809

address space . Presently, it originates at address $E800 , but future releases may be position

independent . The current version is 2.0 , however, 2.1 is now being written which has a modified

interrupt handling procedure . Because the DDT6809 code is contiguous , it can be downloaded

into a TEK 4051 PROM burning system and burned into 2708 or 2716 EPROMs.

To access the DDT6809 source code , log on the CYBER " A " machine and enter:

Get, DDT6809 /UN = ABOOMIC

Similarly, the DDT6809 binary code can be obtained by entering :

Get, DDTO9B /UN = ABOOMIC

These files will now reside in your local file space .

12



DDT6809 may not be the most friendly debugger around , but it is quite powerful. And if you

follow directions carefully, it will snuff out those pesky little software bugs without even giving you a
headache .

A WRITEUP describing DDT6809 is being written , but may not be available for a few weeks. In

the meantime , use the MPDDTWRITEUP (which describes the other versions of DDT) and note the

differences mentioned earlier. For specific information on the changes , contact Ferrous Steinka ,
ext. WR 1920 .

CAD DESIGN FILE

Phil White , of CAD Development fame , way out there in Town Center , says he's been working

on an idea he calls a " design file ."

That is a standard format , computer readable file , which describes an electrical circuit. Using

this design file , programs for electrical computer aided design (CAD) can interchange information

by reading and/or writing design files .

The central item of information in this design file is the connect list . This describes the way in

which various electronic parts are wired together. On a circuit board , for example , these parts

might be resistors, capacitors, or IC chips . A connect list might appear as:

Chip #3 (type = 7476 ) pin 12 , connect to Resistor #7 ( type = 3k 1 /4w ) pin 2 .

The design file would also contain additional information , as needed , such as circuit board

outline , component locations, wire run locations , etc. Also stored could be circuit schematics and

implementations of the circuit by other methods, such as wirewrap , integrated circuit, or hybrid

circuit .

Phil says they have defined some simple design file formats , including one for circuit boards.

These are now being tied into programs which are supported by CAD Development .

He has also been in some discussions with other CAD groups at Tek. Their goal is to eventually

increase communications among CAD programs on various computers currently in use .

For more information on the design file concept, you can contact Phil at 41-386 , ext . TC 226 , or

send a mailman on the " A " machine to ABOPHIL .

KMIT PRINTS AT WRIP

The XMIT command may now be used to generate printer listings to one of the three common

user numbers at Walker Road . The listings will be printed automatically by the computer center

operator . The banner page will have the originator's user number for easy identification , and so

that all listings can be distributed properly.

See HELP , XMIT for more information.

/XMIT ,Lfn , R = WRIP Places file Lin in standard WRIP print queue .

/XMIT ,Lfn , R = WRIPFOG Places file Lfn in WRIP fog print queue .

/XMIT ,Lfn , R = WRIPREV Places file Lfn in WRIP print queue to be printed on reverse paper .

13
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Local file names - choose with care

It is a little known fact that the name that is used for a local file is not totally arbitrary . As the

system grows in complexity, CDC and the Computer Science Center are using more and more local

files as scratch files . As the number of these increase , the probability of an interaction with a user's

file also increases . The types of errors that occur are usually quite baffling . The best solution is

prevention .

The following guidelines , when followed , will prevent such interactions . It should be

emphasized that performance of a program or procedure that violates these guidelines cannot be

guaranteed.

1- Names starting with ZZZZ are reserved for CDC . The ZZZZZZZ used in KCL is an exception as it

is typically substituted . It should never be used as an actual file name . Furthermore , seven

character file names of the sort ZZZZXXX will not be automatically rewound ; ever. This could

conceivably be extended to all files starting with ZZZZ .

2- The names SCRO, SCR1 , SCR2 , SCR3 , and SCR4 are reserved forCDC.They should never be

used.

3- Names starting with YYYY are reserved for CSC use . All procs for public use should use these

files for scratch files . This should also include local copies of binaries .

4- Names that duplicate a system command should be used with care . Ones that are almost

certain to cause trouble are the ones associated with procedure file execution (CALL , EXIT ,

BEGIN , REVERT , etc. ) .

Procedure guidelines for public PROCS

(mainly those on UN = LIBRARY)

The following guidelines are intended mainly for procedures that will reside on the system . It is

included here for the person who is writing a package that will eventually be placed on the system .

It is also a useful guideline for personal procs .

1 - A procedure should leave no local files ( including itself) at termination except files containing

the results of the run . All scratch files should be returned .

2 - A procedure should not modify or create permanent files unless it is a primary feature of the

proc ; i.e. SAVEM , FLIP, etc.

3- The name of a proc should not duplicate any system command , nor be a three character

abbreviation of a system command .

4 - All public procedures should be callable by name ; i.e. you do not need the hyphen (-) to execute

it .

If you need more information about Library procedures or filenames , contact Kurt Krueger, ext .

B 5976 .
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ARCHIVING

FILES TO TAPES

There are currently four programs available for tape operations : TAPEMGR, DUPTAPE , FTF and

TF . Of these , the first three are the most useful .

Before you can archive files to a tape , you must have a tape assigned to your user number,

which must be the same number as the one containing the files you want archived . This is done by

using TAPEMGR. To use TAPEŃGR, type : TAPEMGR followed by a return . You will then be asked

to enter a command or request help . Typing HELP will list all available commands and what they

do. The command to get a new tape is NE . You will then be asked a series of questions, after which ,

you will get a chance to review all the characteristics of the new tape . If you confirm what you have

chosen , TAPEMGR will tell you the number of the tape assigned to you . To exit TAPEMGR , type :
END.

DUPTAPE is a program that will duplicate one library tape onto another. To run DUPTAPE, type :

DUPTAPE followed by a return , then answer the questions it asks. After a tape is duplicated , you

will receive a message in your mailbox . Wait for this message before using the copy .

FTF is a program that will archive files to a tape , delete files from a tape , or restore files from tape

and put them onto disk . There is a WRITEUP for FTF , however , five new commands have been

added . They are group file commands because they work with several files at once . They are :

Al : EXT Will archive all indirect access files with the extension EXT to tape .

AD : EXT Will archive all direct access files with the extension EXT to tape .

AID :EXT Will archive all files with the extension EXT to tape.

(The AI , AD and AID commands are limited to those users having less than 750 permanent files . )

DELETE : EXT

RESTORE : EXT

Will delete all files from tape having the extension EXT.

Will restore from tape to disc, all files having the extension EXT.

In order to use the DELETE and RESTORE commands , you must have the disk copy of the tape

directory for the tape that you are working on . FTF will create this file for you . Do not modify this file .

The tape directory files are named TAPXXXX; where XXXX is the number of the tape . You can , if you

like , get a listing of what is on your tape by getting the directory file and disposing it .

FTF has also been modified so you can have up to 800 archive requests, 800 restore requests ,

and 800 delete requests from a tape during one FTF run .

FTF is the best way of archiving files to tape. It is the cheapest archival program to use and has

the least impact on the system . FTF has two parts. The interactive part collects information from

you on what you want done to a tape . It then submits a batch job (which , if you like , can run during

PM or OWL shift) that will mount the tape , operate on the tape , then return the tape . You will have a

message in your mailbox when the operations are complete , telling you what happened and any

problems encountered. Wait until you see this message before you modify any files you have

archived .

The use of TF is discouraged . It costs more to use, as any tape modifications require two tape

mounts (at $0.50 each) , and it will tie up your terminal until it is all done . TF should be used only if

you must archive local files to tape , or restore them from tape . More information can be obtained

from WRITEUP,TF . Note , however, that as of August 29th , you can no longer write to someone
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else's tape . You can read other's tapes , but you can write only to tapes assigned to your user

number .

Most files can be archived to tape using FTF . However, there are exceptions ; those files on

alternate devices , and those files having filemarks in them (A filemark at the end of a file will not

hurt ). If you have a file with filemarks in it , use GATHER on the file and archive the results. When

restoring a gathered file , use SCATTER to restore the filemarks . For more information on GATHER

and SCATTER, see HELP ,GATHER and HELP ,SCATTER.

If you have valuable data , it is recommended that you use two or more tapes for archiving .

Assume that you have two tapes with numbers 100 and 101. The first time you want to archive files ,

archive them to tape 100. When you want to modify tape 100 , use DUPTAPE to copy it to tape 101 ,

then modify tape 101. When you wish to modify tape 101 again , use DUPTAPE to copy it to tape

100 , then modify tape 100 , etc. The same principle applies to three or more tapes .

The CSC does not charge for tapes that are assigned to you , so use tapes in sequence (better

safe than sorry ). If you have a tape that has files archived on it using FTF or TF , do not do anything

else with that tape . If you have a library tape you have used for other things, free it , or get help from

the CSC staff before you use FTF or TF on it .

The programs described here are on CYBER 175 and CYBER 73 here at Tektronix . If you need

help with these , contact Robert Jaquiss , ext . B 5617. If you plan to use a tape that is coming from , or

going to another site , contact Kurt Krueger for help at ext . B 5976 .

VARIAN BUGS OUT

Remember those problems you've been having with the VARIAN plotter ? Things like strange

spaces in your plot? They aren't there anymore , according to Kurt Krueger, who has fixed those

bugs and a few others.

Those of you who haven't been using the VARIAN because of these little problems should give it

another try, and those of you who need a plotter of this variety and have never tried the VARIAN ...

why not?

CSC SHUTDOWN

The Computer Science Center will participate in all scheduled shutdown periods as planned

unless there is a significant requirement for any computer resource we provide . If your group is

now planning to work through the shutdown weeks and is in need of computer support, please

submit a request ( in writing) to the Computer Center manager immediately . Any change to normal

operating hours will be posted on NEWS prior to each shutdown period .

Bob Mainero , ext . B 5357 , 50–454

Dawn Vance , ext . B 4600 , 50-454
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PROGRAMMING EFFICIENCY

by Kurt Krueger

As the CYBER becomes more loaded, the

response time for a terminal user can become

quite long. There are several factors that

contribute to this. In this series of articles it will be

explained how to tailor a program for greater

performance and at the same time, save some

money. The series is slanted towards the

FORTRAN programmer, but generalities usually

exist, and thus, all programmers should find them

enlightening.

42/2

Reducing Memory

The worst offender in the area of slow interaction is memory size . A large program suffers two

strikes from the beginning . The first is because of its large size; it must wait forthatmuch memory to

be available before it can do any processing . The second is that the system gives priority to smaller

jobs . The result is that no large program can ever give quick response when anything else is

running on the system .

A way that can often reduce memory size without changing any other characteristics of the

program is by reducing the buffer sizes.

A buffer is an area of memory where all information that is heading to or coming from an I /O

device (e.g. disk or terminal ) is temporarily stored . The reason for doing this is to cut down the

number of times that the device (which is very slow compared to the processor) must be accessed .

It is much more efficient for the computer to read 200 lines at a time from a disk and then pass them

to the program , one at a time , as the program asks for them, than to access the disk once for every

single line .

PROGRAM BUFFER DISK

PROGRAM XYZ (INPUT,OUTPUT)

3
PRINT X,'XYZ INC'

3

PRINT X ,ATTN : MR MXYPLTK

इ
PRINT X , '5TH DIMENSION'

3
PRINT X , ' EARTH'

3

XYZ INC
ATTN :MR MXYPLTK
5TH DIMENSION
EARTH CK1

STOP

END

PRINT statements put data into a buffer. When full and at termination , the buffer is written to the disk .
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Now comes a possible hitch . The buffer is there to improve efficiency, but it does little good to

have a 200 line capacity when the program only reads a total of 15 lines . That memory for the other

185 lines is wasted .

The optimal size for the buffer is sometimes hard to pin down . What is usually used is an

educated guess . It is rarely the case where a small change in buffer size has a large effect on a

program , so the actual size used is not critical . The optimal size can also depend on the device in

use , therefore , disks and terminals will be discussed separately. It should be mentioned that each

file or device has its own separate buffer .

Terminals

A typical use at a terminal on a time sharing system is to run in a question-answer mode ; the

program sending a single line to the terminal , then accepting a single line as input . In this case , the

buffers are never holding more than one line , which is always immediately transferred from the

buffer to the terminal or program . A buffer longer than one line is a waste .

Terminals can also be used as output devices for programs. Long reports and plots which are

much longer than a single line can be sent . In this case, a buffer equal to about one screen full is a

good choice . It should be noted that plots can be very lengthy ( i.e. it takes a lot of characters to

produce vectors ) and many times it is impractical to allocate a buffer large enough for a screen full .

If the buffer is shorter than a screen full , a pause will be noticed every time the buffer empties to the

screen . The trick is to pick a buffer that is small enough to be practical , but doesn't try the patience

of the terminal operator.

Disks (tapes too if you must)

Buffers do the most good for disk files . Choosing the optimal size in this case can be tough . On

one hand , the larger the buffer, the less often the program has to wait for a slow mechanical device ,

but on the other hand , the larger the buffer, the slower the program is , due to its size . The trick is to

pick a size where the program doesn't have to wait too often , but is small enough so the program

doesn't get huge . This is further complicated by the fact that information can , and will , flow to a disk

simultaneously with computations . Usually, the best way to choose a buffer size is to vary it and see

what happens. The optimal size would be the smallest that yields good performance.

Setting the Buffer Size

Once the characteristics of the data have been determined , it is necessary to specify the size of

the buffers. Buffer sizes on the CYBER are specified in words, where each word is roughly

equivalent to 10 characters. The number of words for a buffer size would be determined by the

number of lines desired and the length of the line (do not count trailing blanks) . For variable length

lines , the average line length will be appropriate in most cases .

In FORTRAN , buffer sizes are specified on the PROGRAM statement . If it is desired to take

single line inputs from a terminal ( line length , 50 characters = 5 words) and print at maximum 2000

characters (200 words) on the screen , the buffer sizes might be chosen as follows: 65 (that is the

minimum) for the input line , and 200 for the output . The statement that does this is :

PROGRAM SMALL ( INPUT = 65 , OUTPUT = 200 )

In both cases, this is much smaller than the default size of 1027. It should be noted that the

buffer can be smaller than the " block " of data . The only penalty would be a pause while the buffer is

being refilled . If the program uses many files , the memory savings can be very significant .
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In COBOL , buffer sizes are specified through the RESERVE clause in the file definition ( FD)
block . The effect of this statement varies greatly according to the file organization and other items
in the FD . It should be noted that COBOL tailors its default buffer size to the individual file . This

alleviates the need for the RESERVE clause in many cases . For more information , please refer to
the section on the RESERVE clause in the CDC COBOL5 manual .

In PASCAL , buffer sizes are set with the comment statement : ( *$Bx*) where x is a number,

which when multiplied by 128 gives the buffer size . This sets the buffer size for all files . As an

example , to set a buffer size of 256 words , use the statement : ( *$ B2*) . The default buffer size for
PASCAL is 128 words (*$B1 *) .

Rules for Buffers

1- Must be at least 65 words long . This corresponds to one disk sector . Exception : BUFFER
IN /OUT in FTN uses no buffer and thus can have a zero length buffer.

2- Must hold at least one line of data .

3- Maximum size is limited only by available memory .

COMPUTER MODELING CLASSES

Asequence of graduate- level courses in the Systems Science PhD Program is being offered at
Portland State University. The schedule is as follows:

SYSC 526 Fall '80 Modeling & Simulation |

SYSC 527 Winter '81 Modeling & Simulation 11

Structural Modeling

(using KSIMISM ,SPIN ,QSIM )

Continuous System Simulation

(using DYNAMO and GASPIV)

Discrete System Simulation

(using GPSS and GASPIV )

SYSC 528 Spring '81 Modeling & Simulation III

Each of these classes is self-contained ; together theymake up a naturalintroductory sequence
on computer modeling . If there is sufficient interest , additional , more advanced classes will be

organized and offered .

Note that the Fall'80 class begins in the first week of October, so those of you interested have

to really get moving. There are no prerequisites for the first class. For more information on this

series of classes , call Wayne Wakeland , instructor, Y3 , 643-8188 .

Program - The footprints in the sands of time of myriads

of bugs . Once the bugs are eliminated , the

program is all that remains.
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DEVELCON DATA SWITCH

A DEVELCON data switch has recently been installed on the Beaverton campus . The switch

provides access to the CYBER for all users in buildings 39 , 55 , 74 and 78. Eventually , it will service

all users at Beaverton Tek . Since the same cable that is used for the DANRAY telephone system

will be used for the DEVELCON , users can expect to be connected when the DANRAY equipment

is installed in their buildings.

The switch has several advantages compared to the equipment now being used . Among the

more prominent are:

1- No modems are involved . By using all digital transmission , error rates will be minimal . Also , the

X - reed switch will be replaced , eliminating all the problems associated with it .

2- High speed capabilities . The switch can operate at asynchronous speeds up to 19.2K baud .

While the current maximum speed of the Modcomp is 9600 baud , the switching capabilities of the

DEVELCON will allow more users who need 9600 baud ( i.e. PIRATE , HCAD users , etc. ) access to

the high speed ports.

3- Size. The DEVELCON can be expanded to a totalconfiguration of 4096 lines. Of course , this is

much larger than will be needed for the Beaverton campus , but having users on the same switch

will enable all terminals to have the same log on procedure . Current plans call for expansion from

the present 242 lines to 750 lines.

4- Remote dialing (not implemented yet) . By choosing a certain class, a user needs only to enter

the telephone number of the computer service requested ( i.e. Boeing Computer Service, Telenet ,

etc. ) and the switch will dial the service for you . This would eliminate having modems or acoustic

couplers at each user's desk .

Future plans call for another DEVELCON , or similar data switch , to be installed at WRIP . The

timing of this is uncertain now, but it appears to be at least six months away.

DEVELCON Log on procedure

1- Get the DEVELCON's attention by either pushing the red button on the cable connector, or by

unplugging from the line driver. This will soon be replaced by just entering a carriage return .

2- User enter: RS

3- DEVELCON replies : REQUEST

4- User enter: CYBR

5- A bell will sound from your terminal if a connection has been made . Otherwise, you will be

placed in a queue to wait for an available port and notified of your position in the queue . When a

connection is established , you will be informed by a bell from your terminal .

6- User enters a carriage return for CYBER log on procedure .

If any problems occur, please notify Telecommunications repair on Beaverton DANRAY, ext .

5040. If you have questions regarding these procedures, contact Jeff Mulick, ext . B 4600 .
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MOVIE ARRIVES AT TEK

Tek has recently received a version of the MOVIE.BYU interactive graphics display system ,

which has been converted to run on the CYBER by Jeff Hawkins , a Tek summer student . The

system contains five separate interactive programs that provide display and manipulation of

complex , three -dimensional, polygonal geometries. These programs are : DISPLAY, TITLE ,

UTILITY , SECTION and MOSAIC .

DISPLAY is the heart of the MOVIE system . It displays the geometry and provides for most of

the scene manipulations; which include rotating , translating, separation of the object into parts ,

etc. Using DISPLAY, scenes can be shown on CALCOMP or Hewlett -Packard plotters , Tek storage

terminals and raster scan terminals . Geometries are shown in perspective, in color or black and

white , and with or without hidden lines removed .

The rest of the programs have special functions. TITLE is a generator of 2 - D or 3 - D

alphanumeric characters for use in DISPLAY. UTILITY is a generator of geometric models . The

SECTION program provides a means for looking at the interiors of solid objects by clipping and

capping the geometry at user chosen interior planes. The last program , MOSAIC , converts

complex surfaces defined by contour lines into mosaics of triangular and quadrilateral elements .

In addition to scene manipulations , the MOVIE system can also display warped or displaced

geometries by reading and superimposing appropriately defined displacement and/or scalar

function files .

A significant portion of MOVIE is devoted to color display . However , this capability will not be

available until initialization routines for the 4027 and other continous - tone devices have been

written .

If you have questions regarding MOVIE , contact Kurt Krueger, 50-454, ext . B 5976 .

THE DOCTOR IS IN ....

LUCY, the orange crate psychiatrist for CYBER users, is expanding her services. Now, she not

only listens ; she answers .

LUCY is a program for directing suggestions and/or complaints to the CSC staff , but now she

answers questions too.

To use LUCY, enter: LUCY.

When you get the ? prompt , type your message or question . To end the message , depress the

RETURN key immediately after the prompt ( nothing else on that line) . Then , watch for a reply in

your mailbox.

You can also send a message to LUCY on the TEKCOM system . She can be addressed as LUCY

VANPELT .
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USER ASSISTANCE HOURS EXTENDED

User assistance hours for questions on programming and CYBER usage in general have been

extended to 21:00 (9:00 PM) on Tuesdays and Wednesdays .

Between the hours of 07:00 and 16:00 , Monday through Friday, Paul Hoefling will continue to

be the primary contact for user assistance .

In addition , if you need help between 16:00 and 21:00 , Tuesday orWednesday,you may now

call John Burley for assistance .

The phone number for user assistance remains ext . B 4004 .

IDA · RESIDENT STATISTICIAN

If all you forecasters and statistics buffs are interested in something new to help you out , IDA

has arrived .

The Interactive Data Analysis program is a package of statistical tools used for forecasting

and related model building techniques .

While not promising any miracles, IDA could very well make your job a little easier, or at least

give you a new look at what should happen when .

IDA is available on the CYBER " A " machine . Type:

Get , IDA /UN = STAT

IDA

There are two manuals for IDA available through the Computer Resources Department, 50

454. If you have questions , or need help with IDA , contact Carol Golding , ext . B 5976 .

HELP AND WRITEUP FILE STATUS

WRITEUP files changed :

BURN51 UNILINK LOTUM TESLA MPASSEM

WRITEUP files added :

MODS

HELP files changed :

SAVE

MICRO

LUCY

SUBMIT

LENGTH

SUPPLY

FTF

PRINT

THERMAL

CHANGE

TERM

SHORT

UNILINK

UNIMAC

XMIT

HELP files added :

TESTING FUTURE CURRENT NULOAD IDA ASK

Carolyn Schloetel , ext . B 4855
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Data Communications to the CYBER and DEC10 Computers

Telephone numbers to reach the CYBER computers (VADIC & 212 MODEM compatible) as of 29 May

1980 :

FROM 4000 - 4599 EXTENSIONS :

300/1200 Baud — Dial 3

THROUGH BEAVERTON EXCHANGE:

300/1200 Baud - 641-1650

FROM ANY OTHER EXTENSION :

300/1200 Baud - Dial 84 + 3

THROUGH TIGARD EXCHANGE :

300/1200 Baud - 620-3800

FROM AN RJE STATION :

641-1685

FROM WILSONVILLE :

Building 60

1200 Baud only –Dial 2025 then * N

Building 63

1200 Baud only –Dial 4225 then * N

FROM Y-3 :

300/1200 Baud - Dial 4 + 3

NOTE

**N must be used to clear the telephone line whenever

a session from Wilsonville is finished.

Telephone numbers to reach the DEC10 computer (Wilsonville) :

FROM BEAVERTON INDUSTRIAL PARK :

300 Baud - 4000 - 4599 Extensions - 7 + 2803

Other Extensions - 84 + 7 + 2803

1200 Baud - 4000 - 4599 Extensions - 7 + 2812 (VADIC Modem only for 1200 Baud)

Other Extensions - 84 + 7 + 2812

FROM OUTSIDE LINES:

300 Baud DAY :

NIGHT:

682-3411 , then ask for ext . 2803

682-3431 , then ask for ext . 2803

682-3433 , then ask for ext . 2803

1200 Baud DAY:

NIGHT:

682-3411 , then ask for ext . 2812

682-3435 , then ask for ext . 2812

682-3437 , then ask for ext. 2812

The telephone number for Telecommunications data communications repair has been

changed from ext . B 5541 to ext . 5040 Dan Ray.The delivery station , 55-241 , remains the same .

1 ) Nature of the problem (constant ringing , no dial tone , etc. )

2) Which telephone number is affected .

3) When the problem first appeared .

4) Your name and telephone number .

When your trouble is reported, a dispatcher will assign someone to your problem. That person should

contact you as soon as possible about the problem . If you have any problem with this service, or do not

get a timely response from Telecommunications, please contact Jeff Mulick at ext . 4600 .

Jeff Mulick, ext . B 4600
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Computer Science Center

Quarterly Statistics

CYBER 175 System Availability 98.65%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

0.15%

0.92%

0.20%

0.00%

0.08%

MTBF 52.30 hours

CYBER 73 System Availability 99.33%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtme

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

0.30%

0.11 %

0.19%

0.00%

0.07%

MTBF 143.26 hours

Frontend Availability 99.75%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

0.05%

0.02%

0.18%

0.00%

MTBF 190.24 hours

Bob Mainero-5357
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